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Neuroimaging Research Data
is complex/sophisticated…
❑Multidimensional: 3D or 4D (and also include surely 2D and 1D)

❑ Saved in special formats: DICOM, ANALYZE, NIFTI, …

❑ Large in size, and also:

❑ Accompanied with lots of other data (behavioral, genetic, other 
imaging modalities, …)

❑ Overall, neuroimaging research data has large number of pieces/files 
that need to be stored neatly (with easy to reach/query database 
hierarchy)

❑ Sophisticated analysis pipeline(s) (sequence of methods) used 

and the pipelines are not fixed, constantly evolving/ being updated over 
time as new techniques are developed! 



Analyses produce more and more (intermediate) data

❑ There are many processing & analyses steps: 

❑ data cleanup, QC/inspection, pre-processing, noise-removal, filtering, slice-time correction, 
motion correction / co-registration, warping to a common template, reslicing, plus various 
high-level statistics, and then higher-level meta analyses, group analyses, etc,…

❑ There are various methods for each step (constantly scan recent methods papers)

❑ There are various tools which can do one or some of these steps (and each may be requiring 
different file formats!!!)

so, data conversion tools/software may be needed (compatibility)

❑ As a result:

for each GB of original/raw data → 100s of GBs of intermediate data may be generated!
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So, lots of scripting, coding, batch processing
most of the time in different coding environments, and even with different OS & HW

e.g. shell scripting 
in Unix/Linux for 
preprocessing…

Coding in MATLAB,
in Windows for 
analyses
(have written 
hundreds of 
functions/subroutine
s/modules and tens 
of thousands of lines 
of code… )

Visualization using 
MATLAB, or another 
language (ImageJ, MRIcro, 
MRIcron, AFNI, FSL etc.)



So, lots of scripting, coding, batch processing
and using existing resources/software (versions, constantly evolving!)



Researchers are not necessarily efficient coders/programmers
So if there are resources (time or $$) we try to develop easy to use “toolboxes”
This is needed for continuity, transparency, replicate-ability, …



Picking the right s/w, and developing (in-
house/custom development) if necessary, is 
important!!!  

• Takes a lot of effort ($$ and time) 

• Are they well-documented, is support available?

• Hire/invest in/budget for a software developer if you can ($$? )

or ask for help if they have the time (again $$? or time??)

• Not much grant $$ for that (even NSF?), even if there is, it is 
tough

• Most of the time we develop & distribute the toolboxes for free

…. or in some cases it can be commercialized (FSL, etc.) 

Fig 1: Brain 3D Voxel representation



CI/IT personnel:
• Be flexible with researchers, familiarize with their research

Research s/w needs are varied, and continually evolve and change

• Planning and (prompt) communication is very important!!!

Never start with phrase “Nope, it is not possible…” for a response        (never 
say never)

• In many cases researchers need & ask for high-level system access to be able to 
do modifications to the s/w (otherwise the red-tape takes just too long to 
add/install/modify any s/w, toolboxes, etc…), reasonably accommodate them

• Some research groups may have a dedicated IT/CI personnel & infrastructure 
that they want full/quick access/control of, and if they have the $$, they will 
establish a dedicated IT/CI personnel & infrastructure for better efficiency



Thank you!!!
• sakoglu@uhcl.edu if you have any further questions and/or 
comments 
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